
Produits alimentaires

Energy drinks

Manufacturer releases 37 products under 14 brands

Quality check of beverages takes place in a special licensed
laboratory at all stages of the production. 
The certified integrated system of quality and safety management
of food products developed in accordance with two international
standards — ISO 9001 and ISO 22000 is also in place at the factory.

NON STOP™ – energy drink cocktail for active people
The main difference of NON STOP™ from other energy drinks is in its new, 

improved formula. This drink differs from other energy cocktails by the increased 
content of caffeine and taurine. These natural stimulants provide a quick burst of 
energy, and a powerful vitamin complex (C, B5, B6, B9, PP) that helps compensate the 
lack of these substances in the body.

PIT BULL™ – energy drink with caffeine, taurine and natural juices 
High-carbonated energy drink PIT BULL™ with caffeine, taurine and natural juices 

attracts customers not only by high content of CO2, original taste and powerful vitamin 
complexes (B5, B6, B9, PP, C), but also by stylish packaging and reasonable price.

SHAKE™ – non-alcohol carbonated cocktail
This cocktail with a whole range of bright, unforgettable flavors is created for 

modern, energetic consumers who strive to receive maximum pleasure from life.
SHAKE™ is a drink for all who like concerts, parties, fashion parades, and bright shows.

GREEN ENERGY™ – energy drink with cannabis seed extract
А fundamentally new energy drink, Green Energy™, provides an energy boost, 

makes it easier to stand stress, anxiety and bad mood.
The unique combination of natural extracts of cannabis seeds, caffeine, taurine and B-
vitamins helps the body to absorb glucose, providing natural physical and emotional 
tonus. Beverages containing useful cannabis are a growing trend in the United States 
and Western Europe among adherents of healthy and active lifestyle
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№ Goods description
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L
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units 
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product, 
months
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unit, USD

NON ALCOHOL HIGH-CARBONATED JUICE BEVERAGE "SHAKE COCKTAILS"

1 Shake glass 0,33 24 1080 24 12 0,38

SOFT HIGH-CARBONATED ENERGY DRINK "NON STOP"

2 Non Stop can 0,25 12 2700 24 12 0,27

3 Non Stop can 0,5 12 1428 24 12 0,36

4 Non Stop PET 0,75 12 780 24 12 0,33

SOFT HIGH-CARBONATED ENERGY DRINK "PIT BULL"

5 Pit Bull can 0,25 12 2700 24 12 0,26

6 Pit Bull Original can 0,25 12 2700 24 12 0,26

7 Pit Bull Original can 0,5 12 1428 24 12 0,35

8 Pit Bull PET 0,5 12 1296 24 12 0,29

9 Pit Bull PET 1 12 660 24 12 0,37

10 Green Energy can 0,25 12 2700 24 12 0,27

11 Green Energy PET 0,5 12 1296 24 12 0,30

12 Green Energy PET 1 12 660 24 12 0,36

Price List

private label for 0.5 l. cans is possible when ordering from 250,000 cans.
1428 cans on a pallet
27 pallets - 22 800 kg per truck


